
 

 

 

 

Designer Name: Therese Schaffer 

 

Penny Black Products Used: 30-240 Textures, 40-264 Igloo, 30-197 Festive Forest, 30-201 

Season’s Wishes, 40-162 Crystal Pattern, 51-057 Polaroid 

Additional Products: Color Mediums: Memento Tuxedo Black (Tsukineko); Chipped 

Sapphire, Seedless Preserve; Stormy Sky; Salty Ocean Distress Ink (Ranger); Soft Vanilla 

Dye Ink; Pool Dye Ink; Black Dye Ink; Other:  Glossy Accents (Ranger); 3D Foam Squares 

(Scrapbook Adhesives); Mini Hearts Die; Corner Rounder 

Instructions: Stamp Igloo with Memento Tuxedo Black ink on white cardstock.  Color 

just the eskimo and friend with Prismacolor Pencils.  Stamp a tree image twice from the 

Festive Forest clear set and color with the pencils as well.  Fussy cut the colored images 

and set aside. Die cut the polaroid from the Polaroid die set from white 

cardstock.  Stamp the herringbone stamp from the Textures set with light yellow ink (soft 

vanilla dye is used).  Set aside. On a 2" white cardstock square with the corners 

rounded, stamp the sentiment from the Seasons Wishes clear set. Stamp the 

background stamp Crystal Pattern with blue ink on the front of the card base.  On a 

2.75 x 3" white cs panel, create an evening background using Distress Ink.  Therese first 

colored the entire panel with Salty Ocean and then worked in Stormy Sky, Seedless 

Preserve and Chipped Sapphire.  Flick water droplets using a wet paintbrush.  Set aside. 

To assemble: To create the landscape background:  cut a small snowy hill from white 

cardstock.  Add the two trees on the colored panel. Arrange at different heights for 

visual interest.  Add the snowy hill slightly over the tree trunks. Adhere this panel to the 

pack of the polaroid die cut.  Adhere the completed polaroid on a slight diagonal to 

the card base. Using 3D Foam Squares, add the eskimo image towards the right of the 

snowy hill on the panel.  Add the sentiment on an opposite angle slightly over the 

polaroid diecuts.  Add hearts cut from red cardstock over the sentiment and to the 

right of the eskimo.  Finish with Glossy Accents. 

 

 

 


